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HAL is a multi-disciplinary open access archive for the deposit and dissemination of scientific research documents, whether they are published or not. The documents may come from teaching and research institutions in France or abroad, or from public or private research centers.

L’archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt et à la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, émanant des établissements d’enseignement et de recherche français ou étrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés.
Missions

NDLTD is an international organization dedicated to promoting the adoption, creation, use, dissemination, and preservation of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs). NDLTD supports electronic publishing and open access to scholarship in order to enhance the sharing of knowledge worldwide. Topics include how to find, create, and preserve ETDs; how to set up an ETD program; legal and technical questions; and the latest news and research in the ETD community.

Goals

- To be the leading international organization for promotion of ETDs worldwide.
- To provide useful and innovative resources, standards, and technology for development of ETD programs.
- To encourage institutions of higher education to use NDLTD resources and participate in NDLTD activities.
- Support of institutions of higher education to develop their own ETD programs by adopting the submission, collection, and archiving of electronic theses and dissertations to their own repositories and to international digital libraries and repositories.
- Support of the Open Access movement.
- Awareness raising at institutions of higher education of the benefits of ETDs, including:
  - the facilitation of the writing process for students,
  - the increased speed of sharing research methods and results,
  - the improved distribution of research methods and results through electronic publication and archiving, leading to improved graduate education and scholarship, and
  - the reduced costs of printing, processing, and storage.
- To encourage the adoption, creation, use, dissemination, and preservation of ETDs worldwide.

NDLTD archive - gateway to 4.5m ETDs

Social media

On Twitter @NDLTD Account
On LinkedIn NDLTD Group
On Facebook NDLTD Page
On Google+ NDLTD Group and List

Activities

- Support of institutions of higher education to develop their own ETD programs by adopting the submission, collection, and archiving of electronic theses and dissertations to their own repositories and to international digital libraries and repositories.
- Support of the Open Access movement.
- Awareness raising at institutions of higher education of the benefits of ETDs, including:
  - the facilitation of the writing process for students,
  - the increased speed of sharing research methods and results,
  - the improved distribution of research methods and results through electronic publication and archiving, leading to improved graduate education and scholarship, and
  - the reduced costs of printing, processing, and storage.
- To encourage the adoption, creation, use, dissemination, and preservation of ETDs worldwide.

Contact: http://www.ndltd.org